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The Climate Modeling Industry and its supporters detest a particular weather historian, an old man with a file
cabinet full of newspaper clippings. His name is Tony Heller. His typical Youtube presentation would be
based on a recent pronouncement of some climate modeler warning of imminent disasters. Tony would dig
up a newspaper clipping showing that such a climate oddity had already occurred in the past century or so.
He had a sizable collection of YouTubes. Naturally, these would infuriate the Climate Modeling “Industry”
mostly politicians and university professors.

I was shocked to find one day that YouTube had deleted all of Tony’s videos! Much the same has been going
on with other contrarians such as on the laboratory theory of Covid origin, the safety of vaccinations, and
Ukraine war reporting. What really ticked me off is that many valuable Russian-sourced videos were also
blocked, particularly one I struggled to reconstitute with Putin pleading with Joe Biden to have a mutual
public discussion. A year later, the Ukraine war broke out!

Thanks to Elon Musk, now we know such banning and shadow banning have also been going on at Twitter.
Evidently, now it’s the same deal at YouTube (and Facebook).

I’m not ignorant of climate science. My PhD thesis at MIT was entitled, Electromagnetic effects of
Atmospheric Gravity Waves. Here it is. Today I am an emeritus (retired) professor of Geophysics at
Stanford University. Back to the topic:

After some time passed, Tony Heller’s old videos came back. On December 2022, I see his videos have
gone again! Actually, some are still there, but Google search does not bring them up. That is called
SHADOW BANNING.

At Youtube, TonyHeller announces he is leaving Youtube (2:13) Here’s where he’s going.
1. https://newtube.app/TonyHeller
2. https://rumble.com/user/tonyheller
3. https://odysee.com/@TonyHeller
4. https://superu.net/channel/4ee4e620-f...
5. https://www.bitchute.com/channel/TiI9...

Here are a couple of his recent Youtubes.
Delight in recent California snow (5:47)
Beautiful song with pronghorn sheep (4:31).
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A few other authoritative climate skeptics

(1) Most authoritative is the scientist Freeman Dyson. Freeman Dyson (3:04). Ask any physicist what
they think of him or look him up at Wikipedia. He wrote a book with a chapter on climate. Its
introductory summary contains the words,

"Climate modelers solve the equations of fluid dynamics. They might do a good job of
describing the fluid motions of the atmosphere and the oceans. They do a poor job of
describing the clouds, the dust, the chemistry, and the biology of fields, farms, and forests.
They do not begin to describe the real world that we live in."

(2) Naturalists among you might prefer Patrick Moore (10:32), one of the founders of Green Peace.

(3) Veritasium (6:50)

(4) MIT ex-professor Richard Lindzen (5:00)
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